The OneVizion Difference
SIMPLY SMARTER, SIMPLY ONEVIZION

OneVizion offers a single unified SaaS platform for managing and executing
the three main components of any complex business process — data, tasks
and workflow.
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Documents Stored

Why OneVizion
OneVizion provides powerful solutions that enable clients to manage complex projects, assets and business processes,
on time and on budget. Eliminate reliance on scattered spreadsheets and inflexible legacy systems.

Why Gragile® Is The Solution
Gragile® is our way of defining the robust implementation
strategy at OneVizion. It’s both agile and flexible, helping create
tangible benefits without disrupting everyday business
operations. You maintain the control, as you transfer data into
our platform, you’ll immediately see the value of our strategy in
streamlining your data management.

www.onevizion.com

Mitigate Risk
Centralize Data
Manage Workflows & Crew Capacity
Recognize Revenue Faster

ISO/IEC 27001-2013 Certification

Vizion Packages
By leveraging years of experience, the modular Vizion Packages
feature a library of preconfigured template solutions that are
optimized to address specific operational requirements.

Schedule Management

Cost Management

Effortlessly manage activities, deliverables and
project milestones. Collaborate with your
teams to get tasks done on time.

Simply manage, allocate and control costs.
Link purchase orders and services to project
schedule milestones.

Document Management

Notification & Report Management

Quickly import and correlate documents to data,
manage versions and approvals. Easily automate sending
and receiving data with internal and external systems.

Intuitively manage key project related
notifications. Easily create reports to share with
stakeholders, clients and essential employees.

Vendor Management

FieldVizion

Easily automate onboarding, skills assessment and
qualification of your vendors and suppliers.

Complete closeout packages, site surveys and quality
audits in the field from our iOS and Android mobile app.

Vendor Risk and Compliance

Deployment Management

Reduce risk by monitoring vendors insurance and safety
compliance, vetted by in-house EH&S experts.

Streamline and manage site selection, leasing,
permitting, A&E, BOM, RFP and other activities.
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